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ABSTRACT7

The insolation a planet receives from its parent star is the main engine of the climate and depends8

on the planet’s orbital configuration. Planets with non-zero obliquity and eccentricity will experience9

seasonal insolation variations. As a result, the climate will have a seasonal cycle, with its strength de-10

pending on the orbital configuration, and atmospheric characteristics. In this study, using an idealized11

general circulation model, we examine the climate response to changes in eccentricity for both zero and12

non-zero obliquity planets. In the zero obliquity case, a comparison between the seasonal response to13

changes in eccentricity and perpetual changes in the solar constant shows that the seasonal response14

strongly depends on the orbital period and radiative timescale. More specifically, using a simple en-15

ergy balance model, we show the importance of the latitudinal structure of the radiative timescale in16

the climate response. We also show that the response strongly depends on the atmospheric moisture17

content. The combination of an eccentric orbit with non-zero obliquity is complex, as the insolation18

also depends on the perihelion position. Although the detailed response of the climate to variations in19

eccentricity, obliquity, and perihelion is involved, the circulation is constrained mainly by the thermal20

Rossby number and latitude of maximum temperature. Finally, we discuss the importance of different21

planetary parameters that affect the climate response to orbital configuration variations.22

Keywords: atmospheric dynamics — terrestrial planets — eccentricity23

1. INTRODUCTION24

The climate on a planetary body is sensitive to the25

planet’s characteristics (e.g., Kaspi & Showman 2015;26

Komacek & Abbot 2019). In particular, the planet’s or-27

bital configuration has significant importance for the cli-28

mate system, as it dictates the incoming solar radiation.29

More specifically, the orbital configuration, namely, the30

obliquity (γ) eccentricity (ε) and perihelion (Π) dictate31

the insolation seasonal cycle (Fig. 1 depicts a schematics32

plot of the orbit and the orbital parameters). In addi-33

tion to the reasonable assumption that a wide set of34

orbital configurations exist across the universe, the or-35

bital configuration of the different planets changes with36

a Milankovitch-like cycle (Spiegel et al. 2010). This37
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poses the question of how the atmospheric dynamics de-38

pends on the orbital configuration.39

As eccentricity is a measurable quantity for some of40

the confirmed exoplanets, one can look at the mea-41

sured eccentricity distribution, which demonstrates that42

it spans all eccentricity values (Fig. 2). Focusing on low-43

mass planets, i.e., planets with mass lower than 10 time44

the mass of Earth (more relevant for this study), they do45

not span the entire range of eccentricities, with Kepler-46

68c having the largest eccentricity value (ε = 0.42,47

Gilliland et al. 2013). On one hand, small mass plan-48

ets may be prone to have small eccentricities (Howard49

2013); on the other hand, it seems that most of the ob-50

served low mass planets are in a close-in orbit (Fig. 2),51

and that with future observations more eccentric low-52

mass planets will be discovered. Nonetheless, current53

observation suggest that eccentricity varies within a sig-54

nificant range, motivating the question of how atmo-55

spheric dynamics depend on eccentricity.56
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Figure 1. Schematic plot of a planet’s orbit and the rel-
evant parameters, obliquity (γ), eccentricity (ε), and peri-
helion (Π). rp and ra are the distances from the star at
perihelion and aphelion, respectively, and Ω is the rotation
rate.

Figure 2. a) Histogram of eccentricity values of the con-
firmed exoplanets, data taken from the exoplanets.eu cata-
log. Green represents all planets with measured eccentricity,
blue is for all planets with observed mass and red is for all
planets with observed mass less than 10 times the mass of
Earth. b) Scatter plot of all planets with measured mass, ec-
centricity and orbital period (in days), blue is for all planets
with measured orbital period and eccentricity, and red is for
planets with mass less than 10 times the mass of Earth.

Each of the mentioned parameters (γ, ε and Π), adds57

a seasonal cycle of a different nature to the insolation;58

non-zero obliquity introduces seasonal variations in the59

latitudinal insolation structure (Fig. 3d-f). The eccen-60

tricity seasonal cycle is effectively a seasonal cycle of the61

solar constant (Fig. 3a-c). The perihelion position be-62

comes important in planets with non-zero obliquity and63

eccentricity, where the phase between the closest ap-64

proach (perihelion, higher solar constant) and equinox65

becomes relevant (see Fig. 3g-i, a more detailed discus-66

sion about this point is given in section 4).67

The atmospheric response to the seasonally varying68

insolation will depend on different planetary and at-69

mospheric characteristics, specifically, the orbital period70

and the atmospheric radiative timescale. Longer orbital71

periods will give the atmosphere more time to adjust72

to the insolation seasonal cycle, resulting in a stronger73

seasonal cycle. Longer radiative timescale translates to74

a weaker seasonal cycle as the atmosphere needs more75

time to adjust to changes in the radiation (Guendelman76

& Kaspi 2019).77

The effect of eccentricity will vary depending on the78

orbital configuration of the planet. It is useful to distin-79

guish between three configurations. The first, a tidally80

locked configuration; in this case, in addition to the81

variations in the solar constant during the orbital pe-82

riod, on eccentric tidally locked planets, the rotation83

rate is pseudo-synchronized, such that the rotation rate84

is synchronized at perihelion, and varies during the or-85

bital period depending on the orbital eccentricity (Hut86

1981). Numerous studies were done regarding the ef-87

fect of eccentricity on the habitability and atmospheric88

dynamics of tidally locked planets (e.g., Lewis et al.89

2010; Kataria et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014; Lewis90

et al. 2014; Bolmont et al. 2016). Among then, Kataria91

et al. (2013) studied the atmospheric dynamics of a92

tidally locked planet on eccentricity, considering pseudo-93

synchronization. They showed that over a large range94

of eccentricities, the circulation characteristics stay sim-95

ilar to a circular tidally locked orbit, and the seasonal96

changes are mostly quantitative in nature. More re-97

cently, Lewis et al. (2017) have studied the extreme case98

of HD 80606b (ε = 0.93); at this extreme case, when con-99

sidering pseudo-synchronization, the circulation shifts100

during the orbital period, from a tidally locked climate101

to a more diurnal mean, zonally symmetric one.102

The second and third configurations are for planets103

where the diurnal mean insolation is the dominant forc-104

ing, similar to Earth’s case. The difference between105

the two is the obliquity, where for one, the obliquity106

is zero, and for the other, the obliquity is non-zero. For107

both these cases, previous studies have focused mainly108

on the question of how eccentricity affects the plane-109

tary habitability, and the transition to a snowball state110

(Williams & Pollard 2002; Dressing et al. 2010; Spiegel111

et al. 2010; Linsenmeier et al. 2015; Méndez & Rivera-112

Valent́ın 2017). The methods used in these studies113

range from energy balance models (EBM, e.g., Dress-114

ing et al. 2010), simple hydrodynamical models (e.g.,115

Adams et al. 2019; Ohno & Zhang 2019) and compre-116

hensive general circulation model (GCM, e.g., Williams117

& Pollard 2002; Way & Georgakarakos 2017). Ohno118

& Zhang (2019), using a simple 1.5 layer model, stud-119

ied the climate response to different orbital forcing and120

radiative timescale, showing that depending on the spe-121
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Figure 3. Insolation for different values of eccentricity, obliquity and perihelion. Panels a-c are zero obliquity cases with
ε = 0.05, 0.3, 0.5 from left to right, respectively. Panels d-f are zero eccentricity cases with γ = 10◦, 23◦, 90◦ from left to right,
respectively, with perihelion at 0◦. Panels g-i are for ε = 0.3 and γ = 23◦ with perihelion 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ from left to right,
respectively.

cific orbital configuration and radiative timescale, the122

climate changes from annual mean climate to seasonally123

varying climate. In addition, they showed that in some124

configurations during the seasonal cycle, there is a tran-125

sition from a climate that is controlled by the diurnal126

mean to a climate controlled by the diurnal cycle.127

In this study, we use an idealized GCM, to system-128

atically study the effect of eccentricity on the climate.129

For simplicity, we focus on the diurnal mean forcing and130

explore eccentricity values up to 0.5. The simplest con-131

figuration of a seasonal cycle due to eccentricity is plan-132

ets with zero obliquity. As the seasonal cycle on planets133

in an eccentric orbit with zero obliquity is equivalent134

to seasonal variation in the solar constant, we start by135

considering the effect of changing the solar constant on136

a perpetual equinox case in section 2. We show that the137

climate response differs between dry and moist atmo-138

spheres, a result of the nonlinear response of moisture139

to changes in temperature. The perpetual equinox case140

acts as a baseline for the study of the seasonal cycle on141

planets in an eccentric orbit with zero eccentricity in142

section 3. In section 4, we present the complexity that143
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arises when combining eccentricity and obliquity, giving144

constraints on the circulation response and discussing145

the important parameters in this problem. Finally, we146

conclude our results in section 5.147

2. PERPETUAL SOLAR CONSTANT VARIATIONS148

Studies of the eccentricity effect on planets with zero149

obliquity are few and focus mainly on the temperature150

response and less on the dynamics (e.g., Dressing et al.151

2010; Ohno & Zhang 2019). Kane & Torres (2017) com-152

pared the effect of eccentricity and obliquity on the inso-153

lation, showing that even for low eccentricity values, the154

effect of eccentricity is significant. Motivated by that,155

and for the sake of completeness, we start by first ex-156

amining the more simple case of zero obliquity planets157

before diving into the more complex cases.158

An idealized general circulation model with a sea-159

sonal cycle (Guendelman & Kaspi 2019) is used in this160

study. This model has a simplified moisture represen-161

tation (Frierson et al. 2006). For simplicity, the optical162

depth is taken to be constant in latitude, meaning we163

neglect water-vapor feedback. Although using a more164

complex GCM, which includes water vapor feedback,165

clouds, and sea-ice, might affect the results, the ideal-166

ized configuration is a good starting point to study the167

climate sensitivity to eccentricity.168

The insolation variations during an eccentric orbit of169

a zero obliquity planet are equivalent to changes in the170

solar constant (S0) during the orbit. For this reason,171

before focusing on the eccentricity seasonal cycle, it is172

beneficial to study the response of the perpetual case173

to changes in the solar constant. Most previous studies174

of the climate dependence on the solar constant were175

done with the purpose of determining planetary habit-176

ability (e.g., Kopparapu et al. 2013; Wolf et al. 2017).177

In addition, studies that do focus on the atmospheric178

dynamics response to the solar constant variations were179

done as part of large parameter swipe, discussing only180

briefly the solar constant effect (e.g., Kaspi & Showman181

2015; Komacek & Abbot 2019). In addition to the trivial182

warming with S0, Kaspi & Showman (2015) found that183

the normalized equator-to-pole temperature difference184

∆T =
max(Ts)−min(Ts)

mean(Ts)
, (1)

where Ts is the surface temperature, changes in a non-185

monotonic form with S0, where for small S0, ∆T in-186

creases with S0 and for high S0, ∆T decreases with S0187

(Fig. 4a). Kaspi & Showman (2015) attributed the non-188

monotonic behavior of ∆T with S0 to the non-linearity189

of moisture with temperature. This non-linearity results190

with more efficient equator-to-pole heat transport as the191

climate gets warmer (Fig. 4b). The total heat transport192

can be described in terms of the moist static energy193

(MSE), m = Lq + s, where L is the latent heat of va-194

porization, q is the specific humidity, and s = CpT + gz195

is the dry static energy, where Cp is the heat capacity196

of dry air, T is temperature, g is surface gravity, and z197

is geopotential height. The zonal mean MSE flux, vm,198

where v is the meridional wind and bar denotes zonal199

mean, can be divided into contributions from the zonal200

mean and eddies (deviations from the zonal mean, de-201

noted by a prime, for a general field A, A′ = A− A) in202

the following form203

vm = v̄m̄+ v′m′ = Lvq + vs = Lv̄q̄ + v̄s̄+ Lv′q′ + v′s′.

(2)

Increasing the solar constant results in an increase in204

the total heat flux, with the main contribution coming205

from the eddy fluxes (Fig. 5). In particular, the moist206

contribution becomes more dominant as the solar con-207

stant increases in a nonlinear form (Figures 5 and 4b).208

This non-linearity of the MSE flux explains the non-209

monotonic behavior of ∆T with S0 (Kaspi & Showman210

2015). In order to illustrate this, it is convenient to look211

at the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for the saturation212

water vapor pressure in the atmosphere213

es(T ) = e0 exp

[
− L

Rv

(
1

T
− 1

T0

)]
, (3)

where Rv is the gas constant for water vapor and e0214

is the saturation vapor pressure at T0 = 273.16◦K. This215

non-linearity will result in higher es at warmer latitudes.216

Increasing the solar constant will enhance this effect,217

resulting in an increased moisture meridional gradient;218

in order to flatten this gradient, the flux will increase,219

resulting in more heat transported from the equator to220

the poles.221

To verify that the non-monotonic behavior of ∆T with222

S0 is a result of moisture, it is convenient to follow the223

approach of Frierson et al. (2006), setting e0 to zero in224

order to eliminate moisture from the simulations. In-225

deed in this ’dry’ model configuration, ∆T strictly in-226

creases with S0 (Fig. 4a). In addition, the dry and227

moist simulations exhibit other significant differences;228

first, the dry simulations are warmer than the moist229

ones, since, in the moist simulations, water evaporation230

acts as an energy sink that does not exist in dry simula-231

tions. In addition to the all-around cooling in the moist232

simulation, the evaporation is stronger at the equatorial233

regions, cooling the equator more than the poles, result-234

ing in a weaker equator-to-pole temperature difference235

in the moist simulations (Fig 4a).236

The moist and dry simulations also differ in the237

tropopause height and the lapse rate (Fig. 4d-e). While238
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Figure 4. Comparison between moist (blue dots) and dry simulation (red dots) for increasing value of S0 (corresponds to
increasing value of maximum surface temperature (max(Ts)). Note that for the moist simulations the range of S0 is 500− 3500
Wm−2, and for the dry simulations the range of S0 is 500 − 2500 Wm−2. Panels a, b, d and e are the normalized meridional
temperature gradient (∆T ), Northern Hemisphere mean MSE flux (ṽm) tropopause height (H) and tropospharic lapse rate
(∂zT ) as a function of max(Ts), respectively. Panels c and f, respectively, are the moist and dry mean meridional circulation
(colors, vertically averaged between 400 and 600 mbar, blue means northward flow in the upper branch of the circulation), and
the zonal mean zonal wind (contours, vertically averaged between 100 and 500 mbar), where the bold contour represents the
zero zonal mean zonal wind line. Note that the colorscale differs, where in c it is ±1×1011 kg s−1 and in f it is ±2×1011 kg s−1.
The black line in panel e is the saturation moist adiabat at 600 mbar.

the lapse rate in the dry simulations remains constant239

across the different S0 values, for the moist case, it de-240

creases with S0 (Fig. 4e). This difference is a result241

of the atmosphere relaxing towards a different relevant242

adiabatic lapse. While the dry adiabat, Γd = g/cp, is243

determined by planetary parameters that are indepen-244

dent of S0; in the moist case, the relevant lapse rate is245

the saturation moist adiabatic lapse rate, that can be246

written as247

Γm = Γd
1 + Lµs

RdT

1 + L2µs

CpRvT 2

, (4)

where µs = Rdes(T )/Rvp is the saturation mixing ratio248

and Rd is the gas constant of dry air (Andrews 2010).249

Γm represents the lower limit for the lapse rate, where250

it is lower than the dry adiabat and generally decreases251

with temperature (black line in Fig. 4e).252

The difference in the tropopause height response be-253

tween the simulations can be explained by using the254

equation for the tropopause height from Vallis et al.255

(2015)256

H =
1

16Γ

(
CTtrop +

√
C2T 2

trop + 32ΓτsHsTtrop

)
, (5)

where Γ is the lapse rate, C is a constant, Ttrop is the257

topopause temperature, τs is the optical depth at the258

surface and Hs is the atmospheric height scale. H is259

proportional to Ttrop, which increases with S0 in both260

the dry and moist cases. In addition to that, H is in-261

versely proportional to Γ, which decreases only in the262

moist case. This can explain the difference in the re-263

sponse of H between moist and dry simulations.264

These changes in ∆T , H, and lapse rate, can be used265

to explain how the atmospheric dynamics changes as266

a function of S0, more specifically, the changes in the267

zonal mean zonal wind u, and in the mean meridional268

circulation ψ, as a function of S0. The mean merid-269

ional circulation is described using the mean meridional270

streamfunction271

ψ =
2πa

g

∫
v cosφdp, (6)

where a is the planetary radius, φ is latitude, and p is272

pressure. On Earth, the meridional circulation is com-273

posed mainly of the tropical thermally driven Hadley274

cell, where, in the annual mean, air rises at the equa-275

tor and descends at the subtropics. At the midlat-276

itudes, there is the eddy-driven Ferrel cell, which is277
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Figure 5. Vertically integrated moist static energy flux and its decomposition (Eq. 2) as a function of maximum surface
temperature. Increasing maximum surface temperature corresponds to increasing solar constant raging from 500 to 3500 Wm−2.
Note that each subplot has its own color-scale (PW).

driven by turbulence in the atmosphere (Vallis 2017).278

In both moist and dry cases, u and ψ have relatively279

small changes with S0, with a general increase in the280

jet strength with S0 and small changes in the stream-281

function (Fig. 4c,f). The streamfunction has a different282

response between the dry and moist cases, where for283

the dry case, the circulation increases with S0, whereas,284

for the moist case, it decreases with S0. This behavior285

correlates with the response of ∆T to S0, and in agree-286

ment with theoretical arguments from the axisymmetric287

theory, where the strength of the circulation is propor-288

tional to the meridional temperature gradient (Held &289

Hou 1980). This should be taken with a grain of salt, as290

according to the Held & Hou (1980) scaling, the strength291

should increase with higher H; however, it was shown292

that the relation between H and the circulation strength293

is not as robust as the relation between ∆T and the cir-294

culation strength (Chemke & Kaspi 2017).295

For the moist case, simulations with high values of S0,296

exhibit equatorial superrotation (Fig. 4c). A possible297

reason for the transition to superrotation is the decrease298

in ∆T with the solar constant, which was shown to re-299

sult in superrotation for some cases (Laraia & Schneider300

2015; Polichtchouk & Cho 2016). As the equator-to-pole301

temperature difference decreases, baroclinicity becomes302

weaker, allowing superrotation to develop from a wave303

source in the equatorial region (Polichtchouk & Cho304

2016). Determining the specific mechanisms responsi-305

ble for the superrotaiton transition in the simulations is306

out of the scope of this study.307

3. THE SEASONAL CYCLE ON A PLANET IN AN308

ECCENTRIC ORBIT WITH ZERO OBLIQUITY309
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3.1. Temperature response310

The insolation seasonal cycle of a planet in an eccen-311

tric orbit with zero obliquity can be described as sea-312

sonal variations of the solar constant. The atmospheric313

response to the seasonal cycle insolation is dominated314

by some ratio of the radiative timescale and the orbital315

period (Rose et al. 2017; Guendelman & Kaspi 2019).316

Longer orbital periods give the atmosphere more time317

to adjust to seasonally varying insolation, resulting in a318

more significant seasonal climate (Guendelman & Kaspi319

2019). The radiative timescale can be written as320

τrad =
C

4σT 3
e

, (7)

where C is the atmospheric heat capacity, σ is the321

Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Te is the equilibrium322

temperature,323

Te =

(
Q

σ

)1/4

, (8)

where Q is the incoming insolation at the top of the324

atmosphere. The radiative timescale controls the time325

that the atmosphere will need to adjust to radiative326

changes. Substituting Equation 8 into Equation 7 gives327

τrad ∝ Q−3/4, meaning, the radiative timescale is in-328

versely proportional to the top of the atmospheric in-329

coming radiation. Alternatively, as the temperature is330

colder, the atmospheric response to radiative changes is331

longer.332

In planets with zero obliquity, there is hemispheri-333

cal symmetry, due to this symmetry, it is convenient334

to quantify the surface temperature seasonal cycle us-335

ing ∆T and max(Ts). In this (∆T , max(Ts)) space,336

the seasonal cycle has a shape of an ellipse, this shape337

changes its characteristics depending on the eccentric-338

ity and orbital period values, as shown in Figure 6,339

where the red circle denotes the first day of the year,340

and the seasonal cycle goes clockwise. Increasing eccen-341

tricity in an Earth-like orbital period (Fig. 6a,d) results342

in a stronger seasonal cycle, with most of the response343

occurring in the cooling period in the seasonal cycle.344

This is a result of the differences between the timescale345

of the cooling and warming periods during the insola-346

tion seasonal cycle; where although the maximum (min-347

imum) insolation increases (decreases) strongly (weakly)348

with eccentricity, the time period of this strong warming349

(weak cooling) becomes shorter (longer) with eccentric-350

ity (Fig. 3a-c) giving the atmosphere less (more) time351

to adjust these radiative changes. Compared to that,352

increasing eccentricity in a short orbital period (1/8 of353

Earth’s), although the seasonal cycle (which is small)354

increases with eccentricity, its response is more linear355

(Fig. 6b,e), mainly because, in this case, the atmosphere356

has very little time to adjust to the radiative changes. In357

addition to the seasonal cycle changes, there is general358

warming with eccentricity; this warming is the response359

to the annual mean insolation. The annual mean inso-360

lation increases with eccentricity (Bolmont et al. 2016),361

for this reason, if the orbital period is short enough, the362

climate is forced effectively by the annual mean inso-363

lation resulting in a general warming trend, with the364

∆T response following the perpetual response (lines in365

Fig. 6).366

The response of changing the orbital period in con-367

stant eccentricity (Fig. 6c,f), has qualitative differences.368

First, increasing the orbital period changes both the369

cooling and warming period response, a result of the370

fact that increasing the orbital period gives more time371

for the atmosphere to adjust in both these periods. The372

second main response of the seasonal cycle with the or-373

bital period is that the general slope of ∆T with max(Ts)374

changes with the orbital period. We can use the follow-375

ing matrices to quantify this result376

∆ max(Ts) = max(max(Ts))−min(max(Ts)), (9)

∆[∆T ] = max(∆T )−min(∆T ), (10)

α = ∆T (max(max(Ts)))−∆T (min(max(Ts)))
∆ max(Ts) , (11)

where ∆ max(Ts) and ∆[∆T ] represents the seasonal377

amplitude of changes in max(Ts) and ∆T respectively,378

note that increase in ∆ max(Ts) is equivalent to increase379

in the orbital period. α represents the mean slope of ∆T380

as a function of max(Ts). Both ∆[∆T ] and α are non-381

monotonic with orbital period, for both dry and moist382

cases, both increase in short orbital period and decrease383

in long ones (Fig. 7).384

A good starting point to understand the non-385

monotonic dependence of α and ∆[∆T ] on the orbital386

period is to consider the extremes. The first, a very short387

orbital period, where we expect a weak seasonal cycle388

signal, and can be represented as a point (in Fig. 6). The389

second, an ’infinite orbital period’, this case is equivalent390

to changing the solar constant in a perpetual climate,391

the seasonal cycle will coincide with the line for the per-392

petual case (black and red lines in Fig. 6). Using these,393

it becomes clear why the seasonal cycle in long orbital394

periods approaches to the perpetual line, and so does395

the decrease of α and ∆[∆T ] at long orbital periods.396

The remaining question is, what controls the shape of397

the seasonal cycle in short to moderate orbital periods?398

3.1.1. Simple Energy balance model399

For long orbital periods, α starts to decrease, as a re-400

sult of the atmosphere having enough time to respond401
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Figure 6. ∆T as a function of max(Ts) for different values of eccentricity (0.05 (blue), 0.1 (orange), 0.2 (yellow), 0.3 (purple),
0.4 (green), 0.5 (cyan)), with Earth-like orbital period (a,d) and 1/8 of Earth’s orbital period (b,e) and for different orbital
period (0.125 (blue), 0.25 (orange), 0.5 (yellow), 1 (purple), 2 (green), 4 (cyan), 6 (bordeaux) times Earth’s orbital period) with
ε = 0.3 (c,f) for moist (first row) and dry (second row) simulations. Red circles represents the first day of the year, also the
day with maximum insolation (the seasonal cycle goes clockwise). Black and red lines are the line from the perpetual equinox
simulations (Fig. 4a), for moist and dry, respectively.

Figure 7. α (left panel), the mean slope of ∆T with respect
to max(Ts) from Figure 6c,f, and ∆[∆T ] (right panel) the
seasonal amplitude of ∆T as a function of ∆(max(Ts)), where
increase in ∆(max(Ts)) is equivalent to increase in orbital
period, for moist (blue) and dry (red) cases.

to the radiative changes, and the dynamics to kick in to402

change the temperature structure. Given this, we can403

assume that in short orbital periods, the dynamics do404

not have enough time to alter the seasonal cycle tem-405

perature structure significantly, and the main process406

is a radiative one. Based on this argument, consider a407

simple dry, non-diffusive energy balance model,408

C
dT

dt
= Q− σT 4, (12)

275 300 325
max(Ts)

1.14

1.16

1.18

∆ T

260 320 380
max(Ts)

1.10

1.15

1.20

1.25

Figure 8. Solution of the simple EBM (Eq. 18) for ε =
0.1 (left panel) and 0.3 (right panel) with different values of
orbital period (1/8 (purple), 1 (red), 4 (blue)). The lines are
solutions with τrad taken to be constant with latitude, with
value of a 30 days, the ellipses are solutions for a latitude
dependent τrad given by Equation 7.

where C is the heat capacity, and Q is the insolation,409

and both Q and T are a function of time and latitude.410

To simplify this even further, we can assume that the411

annual mean is relaxed to the annual mean forcing, this412

assumption can be justified from Figure 6, where the413

center of each ellipse falls on or is close to, the per-414

petual equinox line, suggesting that the annual mean is415

relaxed to the relevant perpetual equinox scenario. Us-416
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ing this assumption, the temperature and insolation can417

be decomposed into418

T = T + T ′, (13)

Q = Q+Q′, (14)

where419

T =

(
Q

σ

)1/4

. (15)

Here, the bar and prime notations are the mean and de-420

viations from the mean with respect to time. Assuming421

that T ′ � T , we can linearize Equation 12 giving422

C
dT ′

dt
= Q′ − 4σT

3
T ′. (16)

Equation 16 is a linear ordinary differential equation423

with the general solution424

T ′ =

[∫
Q′

C
exp

(
t

τrad

)
dt+ T0

]
exp

(
− t

τrad

)
, (17)

where τrad is the radiative timescale (as in Eq. 7, sub-425

stituting Te with T ), and T0 is the initial condition1. In426

order to illustrate the role of the orbital period, we can427

write t → ωt′, where ω is the orbital period; using this428

notation we can write the temperature solution429

T =
(
Q
σ

)1/4

+[∫
ωQ′

C exp
(

ω
τrad

t′
)
dt′ + T0

]
exp

(
− ω
τrad

t′
)
. (18)

The nature of the solution strongly depends on the lati-430

tudinal structure of τrad. If τrad is taken to be the same431

at all latitudes, the solution is simply a straight line,432

that becomes longer with the orbital period (Fig. 8).433

However, taking τrad with a latitudinal structure (as in434

Equation 7, with T ), the temperature solution becomes435

qualitatively similar to the GCM solution. This result436

suggests that at least, for the short and moderate or-437

bital periods where ω/τrad is small enough, the eccen-438

tricity seasonal cycle can be explained using these ra-439

diation balance arguments. Note that this statement is440

true only for the seasonal cycle response, that is consid-441

ered to be a perturbation around the mean state, where442

the mean state is strongly affected by dynamics and443

other processes. Once ω/τrad is large enough, the at-444

mosphere has a longer time to respond to the radiative445

changes, and other dynamical and nonlinear radiative446

1 T0 is given by calculating T ′ with a random value for T0 for one
year and using the last step from this calculation as the initial
condition for the solution showed in Figure 8.

effects come into play. Additionally, the simple solu-447

tion (Eq. 18) dependence on the latitudinal structure of448

τrad, underlines the importance of the latitudinal struc-449

ture of the radiative timescale for the response of the450

atmosphere to the eccentricity seasonal cycle.451

3.2. Circulation response452

Merdional temperature gradients will affect the atmo-453

spheric general circulation. The balance between the454

meridional temperature gradients and the circulation455

can be illustrated from thermal wind balance456

f
∂u

∂p
=
Rd
p

1

a

(
∂T

∂φ

)
p

, (19)

where f = 2Ω sinφ is the Coriolis parameter, with Ω the457

rotation rate. The subscript p in the lest term of Equa-458

tion 19, denotes that the derivative is taken over isobaric459

surfaces. The thermal wind balance is the first order460

balance for an atmosphere in hydrostatic balance on fast461

rotating planets (Vallis 2017; Galanti et al. 2017). Equa-462

tion 19 relates the meridional temperature structure463

with the vertical wind structure, where steeper merid-464

ional temperature gradients are balanced by stronger465

vertical zonal wind shear. In addition to the effect on466

the zonal winds, the mean meridional circulation is also467

strongly affected by the meridional temperature gradi-468

ents, where the Hadley circulation becomes stronger and469

wider as the meridional temperature gradient increases470

(Held & Hou 1980).471

Both the meridional streamfunction and the zonal472

wind exhibit a seasonal cycle that is more pronounced473

in the moist case (Fig. 9), consistent with the perpetual474

case where the dynamics had a more complex depen-475

dence on S0 (Fig. 4). However, in contrast to the per-476

petual moist case, where, for example, warmer climate477

resulted in a weaker circulation, this is not the case for478

the seasonal cycle, a result of the different dependence479

of ∆T on max(Ts). Also, the only case where equatorial480

superrotation persist for the seasonal cycle, if for ε = 0.5481

(Fig. 9c), however, it is correlated with high ∆T , unlike482

the perpetual case, suggesting that a different mecha-483

nism is responsible for the transition to superrotation in484

the seasonal cycle case.485

In rotating atmospheres, two general processes can ac-486

celerate a westerly (prograde) jet stream, both involve487

a source of angular momentum for the prograde flow.488

The first mechanism relates to the poleward transfer of489

air from the warm tropic to higher latitudes (e.g., the490

Hadley circulation). If, in this process, the poleward491

traveling air conserves its angular momentum, starting492

with a zero zonal mean zonal wind at the equator, the493
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Figure 9. Comparison of moist (top row) and dry (bottom row) seasonal cycle of the meridional circulation avareged vertically
between 400− 600 hPa (shading, blue means northward flow in the upper branch of the circulation) and zonal mean zonal wind
(contours) for eccentricities: 0.1 (a,d) 0.3 (b,e) 0.5 (c,f).

angular momentum conserving wind (Vallis 2017) is494

um = Ωa
sin2 φ

cosφ
. (20)

This process will result in a prograde jet at the edge495

of the Hadley circulation. This type of jet is called a496

thermally driven jet, on Earth, also the subtropical jet.497

Note that this is an ideal form to depict this process,498

and on reality, turbulent and other processes that are499

neglected in this ideal scheme can be relevant (Levine &500

Schneider 2015).501

The second process that can contribute to the accel-502

eration of prograde jets relates to wave braking in the503

atmosphere. At the midlatitudes, where the tempera-504

ture gradients are concentrated, baroclinic2 instability505

develops, creating disturbances at this region of the at-506

mosphere. It can be shown, using potential vorticity507

(PV) and angular momentum conservation arguments,508

that disturbances in this region will produce momentum509

convergence into the disturbance latitudes, resulting in510

2 Baroclinicity is the measure of the misalignment of density and
pressure surfaces, when these surfaces align the fluid is called
barotropic.

a prograde jet (Vallis 2017). This type of jet is called511

an eddy driven jet.512

On Earth, these two processes occur in proximity to513

each other, resulting mainly in a merged state jet, how-514

ever the jet characteristics changes during the seasonal515

cycle (Lachmy & Harnik 2014; Vallis 2017; Yuval &516

Kaspi 2018). Looking at other planets, mainly the gas517

giants, Saturn and Jupiter, for example, have multiple518

jets in each hemisphere (Ingersoll 1990). Generally, the519

number of jets in each hemisphere for a given planetary520

atmosphere relates to the typical eddy and inverse en-521

ergy cascade length scale (Rhines 1975, 1979; Chemke522

& Kaspi 2015a,b). More specifically, the inverse energy523

cascade scale, i.e., the Rhines scale, LR is defined to be524

LR =

(
2U

β

)1/2

, (21)

where U is a measure for the zonal wind (the root mean525

square velocity, often taken as the square of the eddy526

velocity (Rhines 1975)) and β = 2Ω cosφ/a. An esti-527

mation for the number of jets is given by (Wang et al.528

2018)529

Nj ≈
a

4LR
. (22)
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Wang et al. (2018) and Lee (2005) used different forms530

to estimate LR finding that Nj ∝ (∆θ)−1/2, where ∆θ531

is the equator to pole potential temperature3 difference.532

(Wang et al. 2018) also tested other estimation for LR533

showing it gives a similar result.534

As the circulation seasonal cycle response seems to535

be relatively weak (Fig. 9), it is useful to look at the536

extreme cases. Following the qualitatively different re-537

sponse of the temperature to changes in eccentricity and538

orbital period, we compare the circulation response be-539

tween two simulations, the first is a ε = 0.5 and ω = 1540

simulation (hereafter referred as high eccentricity simu-541

lation), and the second is a ε = 0.3 and ω = 4 simulation542

(hereafter referred as long orbital period simulation).543

The mean meridional circulation gets stronger as ∆T544

becomes stronger for both cases (Fig. 10a,d), this rela-545

tion can be explained using axisymmetric argument (as546

mentioned earlier in this manuscript Held & Hou 1980).547

The height of the circulation becomes higher with higher548

surface temperature (black contours in Fig. 10b,c,e,f top549

panels), which is a similar response to the tropopause550

height in the perpetual case (Fig 4d). Note that quali-551

tative differences in the temperature response result in a552

qualitative difference in the circulation structure. More553

specifically, in the high eccentricity simulation, a high554

surface temperature comes together with a large ∆T555

(Fig. 6a), resulting in higher and stronger circulation556

at high ∆T (Fig, 10b-c). However, in the long orbital557

period simulation, a large ∆T goes with a relatively low558

surface temperature (Fig. 6c), resulting in a more com-559

plex response, where the higher circulation is weaker560

(Fig, 10e-f).561

The zonal mean zonal wind, u, also changes char-562

acteristics during the seasonal cycle. As mentioned,563

there are two types of jets, the first, the thermally564

driven jet, associated with the Hadley circulation and565

the eddy-driven jet, where on Earth, they are gener-566

ally co-located. There are several forms to distinguish567

between the two, first, the thermally driven jet will be568

located at the edge of the Hadley circulation, whereas569

the eddy-driven one will be associated with eddy mo-570

mentum flux convergence. The second is their vertical571

structure, where the thermally driven jet has a more572

baroclinic structure, and the eddy-driven jet has more573

barotropic structure (Vallis 2017).574

During the seasonal cycle of both simulations, high ec-575

centricity, and long orbital period, there is a transition576

from one to two jets (Fig. 10). Following the (∆θ)−1/2
577

3 The potential temperature, θ = T (ps/p)κ, where κ = Rd/cp, it
the temperature that an air parcel have had if it was brought
adiabatically from some reference pressure (Hartmann 2016).

scaling, using ∆
−1/2
T as a proxy for it, ∆

−1/2
T shows a578

good correlation with the number of eddy-driven jets.579

For both cases, in minimum values of ∆
−1/2
T , there is580

only one eddy-driven jet (Fig. 10b,e); however, in the581

high eccentricity case, the eddy driven and thermally582

driven jets are two separated jets (Fig. 10b). In contrast,583

in the long orbital period case, there is only one merged584

jet (Fig. 10e). Around maximum values of ∆
−1/2
T , in585

both simulations, there are two eddy driven jets, one586

merged with the thermally driven jet and the other (rel-587

atively weak) at higher latitudes (Fig. 10c,f). Another588

difference between the two simulations is that for the589

high eccentricity there is a short period with equatorial590

superrotaiton (Fig. 10a), a thing that does not happen591

in the long orbital period simulation. This superrota-592

tion happens when ∆
−1/2
T reaches its minimum values,593

i.e., high ∆T values. A manifestation of this superro-594

tation can be seen in Figure 10b, where there is weak595

eddy momentum flux convergence at the equator. An-596

other distinctive feature, in this case, is that the midlati-597

tude eddy momentum flux convergence is more poleward598

than all other cases (Fig. 10). This poleward shift of the599

eddy momentum flux convergence may suggest that the600

Rossby wave that is responsible for the acceleration of601

this jet, transports momentum from the subtropics, in-602

stead of the tropics, allowing momentum to converge at603

the equator. This is similar to the mechanism suggested604

by Mitchell & Vallis (2010) for high and intermediate605

thermal Rossby numbers,606

Ro =
2gH∆T

Ω2a2
, (23)

that can be relevant to this case as ∆T is high.607

4. THE SEASONAL CYCLE ON A PLANET IN AN608

ECCENTRIC ORBIT WITH NON-ZERO609

OBLIQUITY610

4.1. Introduction611

Planets with non-zero obliquity (tilted planets) will612

experience a seasonal cycle of the insolation meridional613

structure; during this seasonal cycle, the maximum inso-614

lation latitude shifts latitudinally from one hemisphere615

to the other, with the maximum latitude going poleward616

and the maximum insulation increasing with obliquity617

(Fig. 3). The obliquity seasonal cycle can be character-618

ized by two periods during the orbital cycle, equinox,619

and solstice. Equinox is when the maximum insolation620

is at the equator; this occurs twice in a cycle, in this621

study at stellar longitudes 0◦ and 180◦. Solstice is when622

the insolation peaks at the most poleward latitude, once623

at each hemisphere during the seasonal cycle; in this624

study, as a matter of convention, the southern hemi-625

sphere summer solstice (SHSS) is at stellar longitude626
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Figure 10. The seasonal cycle of the zonal mean zonal wind (u) and mean meridional circulation (ψ). Panels a and d show

the seasonal cycle of u and ψ (top) and ∆
−1/2
T (bottom) for ε = 0.5 and ω = 1, and ε = 0.3 and ω = 4, respectively. Vertical

lines represent the time average for panels b and e (black), and c and f (blue), with the dashed line representing the beginning
of the average period. Panels b, c, e, and f, top shows the time mean of the zonal mean zonal wind (shading), mean meridional
circulation (black contours, dashed lines are counter-clockwise circulation) and zonal mean eddy momentum flux convergence
(−∂y(u′v′), red and blue contours, red is for convergence); bottom shows the vertically averaged u (black) and −∂y(u′v′) (blue).

90◦, and the summer hemisphere winter solstice (SHWS,627

alternatively the northern hemisphere summer solstice)628

is at stellar longitude 270◦.629

For a tilted planet in an elliptical orbit (non-zero ec-630

centricity), the stellar longitude of perihelion (Π), e.g.,631

the position where the planet is closest to its host star,632

relative to equinox is important. Note, that in this633

study, the stellar longitude of perihelion also denotes634

its phase with equinox (as equinox remains at stellar635

longitude 0◦). Due to the importance of the perihelion636

position, it is essential to distinguish between different637

orbital configurations, that can be generally classified638

into four types: Alignment of perihelion with equinox639

(Π = 0◦, Fig. 11a) perihelion is after equinox and be-640

fore the SHSS (Π = 45◦, Fig. 11b), perihelion aligned641

with SHSS (Π = 90◦, Fig. 11c) and perihelion after642

SHSS and before equinox (Π = 135◦, Fig. 11d). Note643

that perihelion values of 180◦− 315◦ are a mirror image644

on the other hemisphere (assuming hemispheric sym-645

metry). For a given obliquity and eccentricity values,646

different positions of perihelion will result in different647

insolation seasonal cycles depending on the different or-648

bital parameters (Fig. 3g-i, 12e-h).649

In an eccentric orbit, the orbital velocity is not con-650

stant during the orbital period, and depends on the651

planet’s distance from the star, with faster orbital ve-652

locity as the planet comes closer to its host star (Lis-653

sauer & de Pater 2013). As eccentricity increases, this654
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Figure 11. Distinctive orbital configurations for an orbit with non-zero obliquity and eccentricity. (a) Perihelion and equinox
are aligned (Π = 0◦). (b) Perihelion after Equinox and before southern hemisphere summer solstice (SHSS, Π = 45◦). (c)
Perihelion and SHSS are aligned (Π = 180◦). (d) Perihelion after southern hemisphere winter solstice (SHWS) and before
Equinox (Π = 135◦).
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Figure 12. Top row: the normalized distance from the host star (shading) and the angle relative to equinox (contours, colors
value are from 0◦ (white) to 359◦ (black)) as a function of eccentricity and time, for the four configurations showed in Figure
11, respectively. Bottom row: the insolation at latitude 23◦ in the southern hemisphere (shading), magenta line is for SHSS,
yellow line is for second equinox (180◦), purple line for SHWS, red line if for perihelion and cyan line is for aphelion. All plots
are with obliquity 23◦.

effect is magnified, and equal orbital distances will pass655

in a different timescales. This effect is illustrated in the656

first row of Figure 12, where, as the distance to the star657

becomes shorter (brighter colors), the contours, repre-658

senting the orbital angle, become denser. This means659

that changes in the insolation will occur over different660

timescales during the orbital period, depending on the661

orbital configuration (Figs. 3,12e-h), where, in general,662

as eccentricity increases, stronger forcing will occur over663

shorter periods (Fig. 12e-h).664
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To summarize, the combination of eccentricity and665

obliquity introduces a new degree of freedom, which is666

the relative position of the perihelion with respect to667

equinox. The complexity is emphasized by insolation668

changes occurring over different timescales, depending669

on the orbital configuration (Fig. 12). As a result, the670

study of the climate on a tilted planet in an eccentric671

orbit will depend on a wide range of parameters. The672

purpose of this section is to show preliminary results of673

the climate dependence on obliquity, eccentricity, and674

perihelion to serve as a baseline for future studies, give675

some constraints on the atmospheric circulation and dis-676

cuss the importance and relevance of the different plan-677

etary parameters that can affect the climate response to678

changes in the orbital configuration.679

4.2. Results680

The insolation of a tilted planet with an eccentric or-681

bit is a function of three parameters, obliquity (γ), ec-682

centricity (ε), and perihelion (Π). This dependence im-683

plies that determining the climate on such a planet is684

a complex problem that depends on a large number of685

parameters. In order to examine the role of the different686

parameters, we conduct a series of simulations varying687

these three parameters. Of these three parameters, the688

most studied in the context of the atmospheric circula-689

tion, is the obliquity (e.g., Guendelman & Kaspi 2019;690

Lobo & Bordoni 2020; Ohno & Zhang 2019), these stud-691

ies show the influence of the seasonal cycle on the climate692

and the importance of considering other parameters that693

relate to the atmospheric radiative timescale response694

when taking into account seasonal changes (Guendel-695

man & Kaspi 2019). Increasing obliquity results in a696

stronger seasonal cycle of the insolation (Fig. 3d-f) that,697

in turn, results in a strong temperature and circulation698

seasonal cycle that increases with obliquity (Guendel-699

man & Kaspi 2019; Lobo & Bordoni 2020).700

A dominant feature of the surface temperature re-701

sponse is the time delay between the insolation and the702

temperature response. As mentioned, equinox is at stel-703

lar longitude 0◦, also the first time step for all simula-704

tions, meaning that at the first time step, the insolation705

peaks at the equator. However, due to the atmospheric706

and surface radiative timescales (a slab ocean with a 10707

m mixed layer), the temperature has a time lag with the708

radiative forcing. This time lag is not the same in all709

simulations and depends on eccentricity and perihelion710

(Figs. 13 and 14). This is a result of the dependence of711

the time period in which radiative changes occur during712

the seasonal cycle on eccentricity and perihelion, where713

close to perihelion, the changes are fastbecoming faster714

with increasing eccentricity. In addition, close to perihe-715

lion, there is usually a peak in the insolation (Fig. 12e-716

h), which increases with eccentricity, and as a response,717

the atmosphere will get warmer, resulting in a shorter718

radiative timescale (Eq. 7).719

As a result of the eccentric orbit, there is an asymme-720

try between different hemispheres at similar seasons (for721

example, differences between summer at the northern722

hemisphere compared to summer at the southern hemi-723

sphere or differences between the two equinoxes). These724

differences will manifest in the seasons’ mean tempera-725

ture, meridional temperature gradient, and the length of726

each season. For example, for perihelion at equinox, an727

increase in eccentricity will result in one short and warm728

equinox, while the other equinox will be long and cold.729

The short equinox also means a fast transition between730

one solstice to the other, and as a result of the atmo-731

sphere and surface thermal inertia, a difference between732

the two solstice seasons duration and strength (Fig. 13),733

although the insolation is the same for both (Fig. 3g).734

In contrast to the seasonal cycle of a tilted planet in a735

circular orbit, where the seasonal maximum and min-736

imum temperatures are at the same time (at opposite737

hemispheres, Guendelman & Kaspi 2019), in an eccen-738

tric orbit the seasonal maximum and minimum temper-739

atures can be separated in time, with this separation740

increasing with eccentricity (Fig. 13). Note that this741

effect is strongly dependent on the perihelion position,742

where for perihelion at solstice, there is an alignment743

in time between the seasonal maximum and minimum744

temperatures (Fig. 14). In this case, the main effect of745

eccentricity is the asymmetry between the hemispheres,746

where one experiences an extreme winter and summer,747

while in the other hemisphere, the winter and summer748

are moderate.749

The mean meridional circulation during the seasonal750

cycle is dominated mainly by a winter cell; meaning that751

during the majority of the year the circulation is com-752

posed of one cross-equatorial cell, with air rising in the753

summer hemisphere and descending in the winter hemi-754

sphere, and the transition seasons are relatively short755

(Figs. 13 and 14). Note that similar to the temperature756

response, there is also an asymmetry between the time757

periods of the circulation for each solstice season, where758

usually there is one season that is shorter where the cir-759

culation is generally stronger. The stronger circulation760

also occurs when the maximum temperature is at its761

most poleward position, and when it is closest to peri-762

helion, e.g., warmer, and this period generally has also763

higher ∆T values. This correlation between the strength764

of the circulation, ∆T , and φ0 is in agreement with ax-765

isymmetric arguments (Lindzen & Hou 1988; Guendel-766

man & Kaspi 2018, 2019). Similar arguments are given767
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Figure 13. The seasonal cycle dependence on eccentricity for obliquity 23◦ (top half) and 45◦ (bottom half). Top row shows
the seasonal cycle of the surface temperature colors ranging from 250◦ to 320◦ K. Bottom row shows the seasonal cycle of the
mean merional circulation, vertically averaged between 400 to 600 hPa (shading) and the zonal mean zonal wind vertically
averaged between 100 to 500 hPa (blue means northward flow in the upper branch of the circulation). Eccentricity increases
from left to right, with values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5.

for the width of the circulation, Yw = |φa − φd|, where768

φa is the latitude of the ascending branch, and φd is the769

latitude of the descending branch (both in radians), Yw770

is the width of the Hadley cell. According to the axisym-771

metric theory, as φ0 goes more poleward, and larger ∆T772

corresponds to wider circulation (Guendelman & Kaspi773

2018). That being said, there is a constraint on the cir-774

culation width (more specifically the ascending branch775

of the circulation) that rises from axisymmetric consid-776

erations (Guendelman & Kaspi 2018; Hill et al. 2019;777

Singh 2019), where for planets with low thermal Rossby778

number Ro (Eq. 23) the ascending branch will remain779

at midlatitudes, even if the maximum temperature is at780

the pole (Guendelman & Kaspi 2018). Although these781

arguments are derived for a perpetual solstice case, and782

thus assuming fast adjustment to the radiative forcing,783

an assumption that is not necessarily accurate for this784

case, there is still a clear correlation between Yw and Ro,785

that becomes clearer (less spread) if we take into account786

also the effect of φ0 (Fig. 15). The spread of the Yw in787

Figure 15 can be a result of several reasons: first, this788

is not a perpetual case, meaning that the seasonal cycle789

is important. Second, to calculate Ro, we parameter-790

ize the different parameters (∆T , H) using the model791
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Figure 14. Similar to Figure 13, for perihelion. Perihelion increases from left to right, with values of 0, 45, 90, 135.

output, although, in the original theory, these parame-792

ters are input parameters of the model (Lindzen & Hou793

1988).794

Although the temperature response seems to follow795

the seasonal solar forcing, there is a need to examine796

the details of the seasonal cycle response. For example,797

looking at the cell width dependence on Ro, there seems798

to be a transition in the scaling between a linear response799

to a more complex power law (Fig. 15). The axisymmet-800

ric prediction is that the width of the circulation will801

follow R
1/2
o for perpetual equinox (Held & Hou 1980),802

and R
1/3
o for the perpetual solstice case (Caballero et al.803

2008). Following that, we can assume that the different804

scaling in Figure 15 can be a result of the seasonal cycle805

transition from a perpetual equinox scaling to perpet-806

ual solstice during the seasonal cycle. Alternatively, it807

is possible that this regime transition is not a transition808

within the axisymmetric scaling, but rather transition809

from eddy mediated equinox circulation to an axisym-810

metric solstice circulation similar to the transition sug-811

gested by Bordoni & Schneider (2010). A differentiation812

between the two can help explain the mechanism of the813

response of the subtropical jet, where generally, the jet814

is stronger when the circulation is stronger and wider.815

4.3. Discussion816

Determining the climate on a tilted planet in an ec-817

centric orbit is a complex problem that depends on818

various parameters. In addition to the dependence819

on the orbital parameters γ, ε, Π, the climate will820

strongly depend on parameters that control the atmo-821
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Figure 15. Hadley cell width (in latitude degrees) as a
function of thermal Rossby number, Ro (a), and the product
of the thermal Rossby number with the latitude of maximum
surface temperature, φ0R0 (b) during the seasonal cycle of
all the simulations (colors are occurrences, darker colors are
for more abundant occurrence). Black line represents the bin
average of the Yw, dark gray lines are the standard deviations
and the light gray lines are for all the points. Blue magenta
and red line in (a) are lines with scaling of Ro, R

1/2
o and

R
1/3
o , respectively.

spheric response, mainly ones that relate to the radiative822

timescale. The orbital period, atmospheric mass, and823

surface heat capacity are an example of important pa-824

rameters that will influence the resulting climate. Due825

to the variation in the timescales of the radiative changes826

during an eccentric orbit, the radiative timescale can sig-827

nificantly alter the climate response. The importance of828

the radiative timescale is also illustrated in section 3,829

where there is a qualitative difference in the climate re-830

sponse between short and long orbital. Examining the831

dependence of the climate response also on the radiative832

timescale or orbital period can also help to illuminate833

between in the detailed seasonal cycle response.834

In contrast to the zero obliquity case, where the per-835

petual equinox dependence on the solar constant can836

be considered as the extreme limit of an infinitely long837

orbital period, there is no simple analog study for the838

non-zero obliquity case. The analog study in the non-839

zero obliquity case will be performing a perpetual study840

for each day in the seasonal cycle, and for each day,841

study its sensitivity to solar constant variations. Even842

if one does this type of study, its relevance will be for843

very long orbital periods, as the timescale changes dur-844

ing the insolation seasonal cycle play an important role,845

and its importance increases with increasing eccentric-846

ity. Nonetheless, this type of study can act as a limit to847

compare with the seasonal cycle response and can help848

to differentiate the seasonal transient effects.849

5. CONCLUSIONS850

Studying the possible climate of exoplanets obliges851

us to think about the different possible orbital config-852

urations and their effects on the climate. The simpler853

configurations are those where the insolation is time854

independent, for example, perpetual equinox (Kaspi855

& Showman 2015), tidally locked (Merlis & Schneider856

2010), and perpetual reverse climates (Kang et al. 2019).857

However, it is probable that a large number, if not the858

majority of the planets, will experience significant tem-859

poral variation in solar insolation, where the perpetual860

case is no longer relevant. In this study, we focus on the861

effect of eccentricity on the diurnal mean climate for862

planets with zero and non-zero obliquity. It is impor-863

tant to note that changes in eccentricity and obliquity864

are not only between different planets but also during865

different time periods of a single planet that experiences866

Milankovich-like cycles (Spiegel et al. 2010; Way & Geor-867

gakarakos 2017), rendering this question even more rel-868

evant.869

The insolation variations for a planet with zero obliq-870

uity in an eccentric orbit are equivalent to changes of the871

solar constant during the seasonal cycle. For this reason,872

studying the perpetual equinox response to variations in873

the solar constant is a good baseline for comparison with874

the seasonal cycle. Increasing the solar constant results875

in a trivial increase in temperature, however, the re-876

sulting climate can differ significantly between planets,877

depending on the moisture content of the atmosphere878

(Fig. 4). In the moist case, due to the non-linearity of879

water vapor with temperature, the heat transport be-880

comes more efficient (due to latent heat flux, Fig. 5),881

resulting in a decrease of ∆T with S0, opposite to the882

dry case (Fig. 4a). These differences in the response883

have a strong effect on the atmospheric temperature884

profile, and alter the dynamical response between moist885

and dry cases, emphasizing the role of moisture. This886

moisture-like dependence works for water, but in gen-887

eral, for any atmosphere with a condensible element, for888

example, methane on Titan (Mitchell et al. 2009; New-889

man et al. 2016).890

When including seasonal variations, the radiative vari-891

ations timescales and the atmospheric response becomes892

important, and the resulting climate will strongly de-893

pend on the ratio between the radiative timescale and894

the orbital period. For very short orbital periods, the895

main response of the atmosphere is to the annual mean896

forcing, where there is an increase in the mean flux with897

ε (Bolmont et al. 2016) (Fig. 6c, e). As the orbital period898

becomes longer there is a transition, where, in short to899

moderate orbital periods the response is dominated by900

a simple energy balance, In long orbital periods, other901

processes come into play, resulting in a more similar re-902
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sponse to the perpetual case to changes in S0 (Figs. 6, 8).903

The response of the atmosphere to eccentricity changes904

in a zero obliquity planet is sensitive to the radiative905

changes timescale and the radiative timescale of the at-906

mosphere, and more specifically, to the latitudinal struc-907

ture of the radiative timescale (Fig. 8). The dynamics908

also undergoes a seasonal cycle, where, due to the sea-909

sonal changes in ∆T the mean meridional circulation910

changes in strength and height during the seasonal cy-911

cle and the number of eddy driven jets change during the912

seasonal cycle, due to changes in eddy character and the913

resulting Rhines scale (Fig. 10).914

Combining changes in obliquity and eccentricity be-915

comes more complex as in addition to these two param-916

eters the relative position between equinox and perihe-917

lion can result in different insolation patterns (Fig. 3),918

making the solar forcing dependent on these three pa-919

rameters (Fig. 12). As part of the insolation changes,920

the timescale of these changes also depends on the or-921

bital configurations, meaning that during the seasonal922

cycle, the insolation changes that occur close to perihe-923

lion will have a short timescale whereas close to aphe-924

lion the changes will be on a longer timescale. These925

timescale differences will extenuate with increasing ec-926

centricity. As a result, the seasonal cycle of a tilted927

planet in an eccentric orbit is complex, with similar sea-928

sons having different climate at each hemisphere. Also,929

different seasons will have different timescales, for exam-930

ple, in the case of perihelion at equinox, there will be a931

fast transition between the two solstice seasons (Figs. 13,932

14).933

These fast transitions in the temperature result in the934

circulation also experiencing fast transitions during the935

seasonal cycle. During the seasonal cycle, most of the936

time, the Hadley circulation is composed of one cross-937

equatorial cell with air rising off the equator (with its938

direction depending on the specific season), with relative939

short transition periods of two cells with air rising close940

to the equator. As in the temperature response, the pe-941

riod of each season is different, where usually the short942

season (close to perihelion) has a stronger and wider943

circulation. A good constraint on the circulation re-944

sponse is the thermal Rossby number, and latitude of945

maximum temperature, where poleward φ0 and higher946

Ro will generally mean a stronger and wider circulation947

(Figs. 13-15).948

Although the general response seems to follow the in-949

solation, which puts a strong constraint on the circula-950

tion response, the details of the seasonal cycle can be951

complex (Merlis et al. 2013). A more detailed exami-952

nation of the seasonal cycle in all the different orbital953

configuration is needed in order to better understand954

the climate on tilted planets in an eccentric orbit. Also,955

it is possible that similar to the zero obliquity case, if956

considering parameters such as the orbital period and957

ones that relate to the surface and atmosphere radiative958

timescale, there will be a qualitative difference in the959

atmospheric response.960

In this study, we have shown the complexity of the961

seasonal response to variations in the orbital configu-962

ration. This complexity emphasizes the importance of963

understanding the seasonal cycle, as in the presence of964

a seasonal cycle, the climate differs substantially from965

the perpetual climate or the annual mean climate. It966

is reasonable to assume that many of the observed ex-967

oplanets have a wide variety of orbital configurations.968

These new and future understandings of the climate de-969

pendence on orbital configuration will help to advance970

the understanding of climate dynamics and might in-971

spire future exoplanetary observations, as for the early972

theory superrotation in hot-Jupiters (Showman, A. P. &973

Guillot, T. 2002; Knutson et al. 2007).974
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